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FIRST WORD MY BLOOD IS RED... AND GOLD!

It’s a warm welcome to Island Bay for today’s upcoming 
Capital Premier match.

Always a difficult proposition and over many years both 
club’s have challenged at the top half of the Capital 
Premier table.

Our start to the season has been a satisfactory one but 
there is still improvement to come.

I believe our football season is too short.  And even 
though it seems the 2022 season has just started we are 
already 1/3 of the way through the season.

A blink of an eye and we’re planning for 2023!

I for many years have been an advocate of 12 team 
leagues. You would have automatic promotion for the 
Capital Premier League winners and similar for Central 
Football’s Central Federation League with two teams 
relegated from a 12 team Central League. The play off is 
cruel and it’s unfair that one team misses out.

More games means more football, more support, more 
club involvement and more camaraderie. Clubs like 
ours are built on those pillars but it seems that is not 
important in the eyes of some!

Today finallly sees the season starts for our juniors so 
it’s great to have all of our players and leagues club wide 
enjoying their football.

Enjoy the match and our Stop Out hospitality!

A REMINDER

Please respect the opposition players, coaches, 
supporters and especially the match officials.

ENJOY THE FOOTBALL

CHRIS CANTON



MEN’S CAPITAL PREMIER LEAGUE P W D L F A GD PTS

1 LOWER HUTT CITY 6 5 1 0 18 4 +14 16

2 STOP OUT SPORTS CLUB 6 5 0 1 13 5 +8 15

3 ONE AGENCY TAWA AFC 6 4 1 1 8 6 +2 13
4 WAINUIOMATA AFC 6 3 1 2 8 7 +1 10
5 SPRIG & FERN ISLAND BAY UNITED 6 2 3 1 11 8 +3 9

6 SEATOUN AFC 6 2 0 4 9 8 +1 6

7 WELLINGTON OLYMPIC 6 2 1 4 11 11 0 6

8 MONEYBOX MIRAMAR RANGERS 6 1 2 3 9 15 -6 5

9 PARAPINE ITM UPPER HUTT CITY FOOTBALL 6 1 1 4 8 14 -6 4

10 NORTH WELLINGTON 6 0 1 5 3 24 -21 1

SEASON FIXTURES

ROUND 1 STOP OUT 2 v 1 SEATOUN 26/3 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 2 STOP OUT 2 v 1 WELLINGTON OLYMPIC 2/4 1:15PM WAKEFIELD 2

ROUND 3 STOP OUT 0 v 2 WAINUIOMATA 9/4 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 4 STOP OUT 3 v 0 UPPER HUTT CITY 15/4 3:30PM MAIDSTONE PARK TURF

ROUND 5 STOP OUT 2 v 0 NORTH WELLINGTON 23/04 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 6 STOP OUT 4 v 1 MIRAMAR RANGERS 1/5 2:30PM DAVID FARRINGTON PARK

ROUND 7 STOP OUT - v - ISLAND BAY UNITED 7/5 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 8 STOP OUT - v - TAWA 21/5 2:30PM REDWOOD PARK

ROUND 9 STOP OUT - v - LOWER HUTT CITY 28/5 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 10 STOP OUT - v - WAINUIOMATA 11/6 2:30PM RICHARD PROUSE PARK 1

ROUND 11 STOP OUT - v - WELLINGTON OLYMPIC 25/6 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 12 STOP OUT - v - SEATOUN 2/7 2:30PM SEATOUN PARK 

ROUND 13 STOP OUT - v - UPPER HUTT 16/7 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 14 STOP OUT - v - NORTH WELLINGTON 23/7 2:30PM ALEX MOORE 1

ROUND 15 STOP OUT - v - MIRAMAR RANGERS 6/8 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 16 STOP OUT - v - ISLAND BAY UNITED 13/8 3:30PM WAKEFIELD 1

ROUND 17 STOP OUT - v - TAWA 20/8 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

ROUND 18 STOP OUT - v - LOWER HUTT CITY 27/8 12:30PM FRASER PARK TURF

LHC MR IBU UHC SEA SO T WA WO NW

LOWER HUTT CITY 3-1 - - 1-0 - - 1-1 3-2 -

MIRAMAR RANGERS - 2-2 - - 1-4 - - - -

ISLAND BAY UNITED 0-1 - - 2-1 - 1-1 - - 4-1

UPPER HUTT CITY - 3-5 2-2 - 0-3 0-1 - - -
SEATOUN - - - 1- - 5-0 2-1 3-2 -

STOP OUT SPORTS CLUB - - - - 2-1 - 0-2 - 2-0

TAWA - 3-0 - - - - - 2-1 -

WAINUIOMATA - - - 1-0 - - - 1-3 -

WELLINGTON OLYMPIC - - - - 2-0 1-2 - - -

NORTH WELLINGTON 0-9 0-0 - - - - 1-7 1-2 -



THIS WEEK’S FIXTURES

SATURDAY 7TH MAY 2022

CAPITAL PREMIER STOP OUT v ISLAND BAY UNITED 2:30PM HUTT PARK 1

CAPITAL 1 STOP OUT v ISLAND BAY UNITED RESERVES 12:30PM HUTT PARK 2

CAPITAL 3 STOP OUT 3RDS v ISLAND BAY UNITED KINA 2:30PM HUTT PARK 3

WGTN 1 STOP OUT STEAMERS v ISLAND BAY UNITED ALTS 12:30PM HUTT PARK 3

WGTN 4 STOP OUT MINIMAL v WESTERN SUBURBS RAIDERS 12:30PM TE WHITI 1

WGTN 6 STOP OUT VALLEY HIGH v TAWA BULLDOGS 12:30PM HUTT PARK 4

MASTERS 4 REDS v STOKES VALLEY SNAKES 2:30PM DELANEY 2

MASTERS 4 BLACKS v
WATERSIDE KARORI JUVENTIUS 

FOSSILIA
2:30PM KARORI PARK 2

MASTERS O45 MCCREADIES v NORTH WELLINGTON 2:30PM ALEX MOORE 1

SUNDAY 8TH MAY 2022

WOMENS 2 v VICTORIA UNIVERSITY UNIFIED 1:00PM KELBURN PARK



Sam Wright returned from COVID isolation to start in goal, 
in an otherwise unchanged lineup. Finn Moore returned 
to the bench after missing the previous week with injury, 
while Brandon Postlethwaite dropped out of the squad 
after injuring his shoulder during the week at training. 

We started the game strongly, getting on top of our 
young opponents and dominating proceedings. We were 
finding plenty of success out wide, with Jonty and Jerram 
in particular causing all sorts of problems with their 
combination play. We were creating chance after chance, 
only to find the North Wellington keeper in fine form. We 
were finally rewarded with the opener in the 39th minute 
as Jordy’s cross was diverted in by Jerram for his first of 
the season. Our relentless approach to the game then 
resulted in  us doubling our lead a minute later - Jordy 
scoring directly from a corner. 

In the second half, fresh legs were brought on as 
we looked to add to our tally. We were again totally 
dominant, creating several good chances to score, only 
to let ourselves down with decision making in front of 
goal. The rare North Welington foray into our half was 
snuffed out quickly by our ever improving back four. We 
continued to press, but were unable to add to our tally. 

A routine win, with the major plus being our second clean 
sheet in a row. As much as goals can help, it really is 
clean sheets that win leagues - so it is great to see that 
our work in training is bearing fruit. Man of the Match 
went to Grizzly for his outstanding work at the back, 
contributing to our build up of possession as well as 
making several key interventions.

AFTER THE PREVIOUS WEEK’S STRONG PERFORMANCE, WE WERE LOOKING TO BACK IT UP 
AGAINST THE LEAGUE’S BOTTOM SIDE.

ROUND 5 VS NORTH WELLINGTON MEN’S FIRST

2-0 WIN (TUCK, MARTENS) 
M.O.M - GRAHAM CRAVEN



ROUND 6 VS MIRAMAR RANGERS

The obligatory early season away game against Miramar’s 
Reserve team was played at the unfamiliar venue of Te 
Whaea Artificial. 

Finn Moore was brought into the starting eleven to face 
his old club, while Graham Craven’s injury meant a first 
start of the season for Sam Cosgrave in his place. 

Miramar’s Reserve Team can always throw up some 
surprises, particularly early on in the season. For 
that reason, the focus during the week was firmly on 
ourselves - if we played to our potential, whoever we 
came up against would be an irrelevance. 

We got off to the perfect start, as Jordy’s superb corner 
found Jerram’s head for a great finish after 5 minutes. 
Our structure was excellent, as we prevented our 
opponents from playing out as they resorted to playing 
direct - our back four once again dealing with this 
superbly. We were creating a healthy number of chances, 
going close on a few occasions, as we looked for a 
second goal. It arrived in the 36th minute, as we won a 
penalty for a handball by a familiar face. Up stepped the 
hard-working Jared Cunniff to score his second of the 
season, as we went into the break 2-0 up. 

We had a shaky start to the second half, with Miramar 
nearly reducing the deficit, only to be thwarted by 
Sammy in goal. We soon settled back into our rhythm, as 
yet another outstanding set piece from Jordy resulted in 
Sutty popping up for his third of the season. 3-0 and in 
control. 

We continued to defend well, and also continued to 
create some good chances in front of goal. With time 
running out, a clumsy challenge saw Miramar given the 
chance to score from the spot - Sammy stepped up with 
a fine stop, only to be unfairly pinged for encroachment. 
The follow up was scored. We then finished the game 
off shortly after, as Jacko turned on the afterburners to 
cross the ball for Finn to tap in at the far post. 4-1. 

A pleasing, professional performance. While disappointing 
not to keep another clean sheet, we are making strong 
improvements every week. Lucas Jelley was once again 
immense and rewarded with the Man of the Match 
honours. We now move to the next game at home against 
Island Bay - the next step on our journey.

MEN’S FIRST

YATESY

1-4 WIN (TUCK, CUNNIFF, SUTCLIFFE, MOORE)
M.O.M - LUCAS JELLEY



 

CAPITAL PREMIER LEAGUE
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2022 SQUAD
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HEAD COACH 

TOMAS GODOY FOUQUET

01 Alexander BRITTON 
02 Kieran SHRIMPTON
03 Adam SUTTON
04 Tyler NGAIA
05  Bryn HICKSON ROWDEN
06 Stefan ASHBY
07 Izaac O’HARA
08  Matthew CHADWICK
09 Mohammad HEKMATZADAH
10 Liam SERCOMBE
11  Henry LENIHAN-GEELS
12  Robbie COLUMBUS
14  Tsar MITCHENER
15 Milo GUTHRIE
19 Nahum MCPHEE
20 Ethan FINDLEY

TODAY’S OPPOSITION



The third team is continuing their strong start to the 
season. After an unfortunate first loss of the season 
coming at home to Karori, the boys went across town to 
play Brooklyn United Reserves. 

A quick goal in the first half and a second soon after 
halftime left the boys 2-0 down and staring down the 
barrel of the second straight loss. However, in typical 
Stop Out fashion, the boys rallied together and pushed 
Brooklyn all the way to the end, scoring one in the 80th 
minute and another in injury time to secure a point 
against the top of the table team. 

Now with only 4 points separating Stop Out from the top 
of the table, their next challenge is to take on Island Bay 
United Kina, sitting 2nd on the table and 3 points ahead of 
Stop Out Thirds. The thirds are home again today playing 
at 2:30pm on pitch 3, come along to support the team! 

Kia ora Stop Out whānau! It is always a beautiful day when 
it is football day. I really love the feeling of waking up in 
the morning and knowing I have a game. After that, the 
following thoughts immediately come to mind:

How would I play? How do I motivate the boys? What will 
we do for the warm up? How can we keep the focus for 
90+ minutes? 

So many things to prepare before kick off and everything 
goes so fast after the first whistle. Just like that we are 6 
games into the season.

We lost our first game last week against Brooklyn. It was 
tough, it wasn’t pretty, but we are still top of the table. We 
are still strong, and we are hungry. The overall feeling of 
the Reserve Team is that we can do so much better when 
we play our way and when we apply what we practice 
every week. 

That Stop Out DNA has to be present everyday we play, 
everyday we train, and everyday we represent this club. 
Top of the table means nothing now, as we have 12 finals 
ahead and we need to give our best in every single one. 
The challenge is there and we will fight till the end. 

Nāku noa nā

RESERVE TEAM

THIRD TEAM

UPDATE

UPDATE

JAVAD KOYA

CAMILO ARDILES



Introducing our newest team at the club; Stop Out Valley 
High. This group of players have joined us after graduating 
from Hutt Valley High School, and contain several ex-Stop 
Out Juniors and Youth players. Welcome to the club lads!

 
Gaffer Dylan Moore had this to say:

With over 100 games for Hutt Valley High, the story 
continues with Stop Out Valley High. This year the boys 
are competing in the world renowned Wellington 6. 

Our season got off to a rocky start, but the boys 
recovered with a 3-2 win over Wellington Marist on the 
weekend. With star player Keegan Emmens returning 
from COVID isolation, the team are seeking to extend 
their winning streak ahead of a fierce game against Tawa 
Bulldogs at the fortress of Hutt Park.

“Goalkeeper Mason Ward is the modern day Oliver Kahn”   
- Bystander watching the game.

“One of the greatest possession oriented teams since the 
2015/16 Barcelona era”  
- Chairman of unnamed club (Decided to stay anonymous)  

“Seeing Abdullahi move from Left Back to Right Back has 
been one of the most refreshing tactical decisions I have 
seen in my time watching football, this game really is a 
form of art.#ForzaMinimal”  
- Italian bystander

 
“Literally though we have found the Somalian Philip 
Lahm”  
- Gaffer Aston Hughes 

Our double promotion winning Minimal side from 2021 
is back for another season at the club. True to form, the 
boys preferred not to write an article, but instead provide 
a series of quotes that have come their way so far this 
season....

STOP OUT VALLEY HIGH

STOP OUT MINIMAL

UPDATE

UPDATE

DYLAN MOORE



It was decided the implications of promotion to Capital 3 
was not something the Steamers wanted to consider, the 
primary reason being a lack of rolling subs! Conveniently 
the 3rds got relegated from Capital 4 so a swap around 
was arranged, allowing the club to use the Capital 3 spot 
to further develop young players and bring the top three 
teams closer together in the leagues.

In hindsight, this might not have been a bad idea. Though 
we still have the core of the team, somehow we managed 
to lose half our defensive line off-season. Mouts having 
taken one too many whacks to the head, Ed deciding it 
was finally time to head to Masters, and Kelvin is busy 
putting out fires. But we managed to pick up another 
three central mids in Rhys G, Joe S, and Kasun. This after 
playing most of last year with only two CMs. It’s a pity one 
of them is not a CB though Ben Ram is still insistent he 
can fill a gap there despite being skinned 5 times in the 
space of 5 minutes by a rather large striker in one of our 
pre-season matches.

Match results in 2022 have so far been mixed. The season 
started by despatching BNU 3rds with a great 6-0 win to 
start the season, where unbelievably even Reynard got on 
the sheet with a jammy tap-in. The next game after this 
was against old foes NW Phoenix. We went 1-0 up early 
in the game courtesy of Josh Moore which was about as 
good as it got, from there an OG, late penalty and a few 
goals in between gave the hardworking Phoenix a 5-1 
win, the Steamers worst ever defeat in four seasons. 
Following this, we responded strongly by putting away 
Karori Sealords in a twilight game at Wakefield 6-2. Rhys, 
Duff, Sam Ram, and Josh M got on the score sheet, and 
rumours are Reynard again got another sweaty tap-in but 
I’m not buying it.

Last weekend we were on the turf again at Wellington 
College against IBU Shrimp. After being all over them for 
the 1st half we somehow entered halftime at 1-1 after 
Greg decided he was bored and threw the ball straight 
to them and Rhys decided it’s only okay to score 20-yard 
volleys, but not the rest. The unthinkable then happened 
and we went 2-1 down in the 2nd half. Twenty minutes 
from time the absolute, awesome, Steamers legend 
he is – Chopper, decided to sacrifice his own personal 
injury toll and bought himself on at right wing to inject 
some “pace” out wide. Late in the game after a “robust” 
challenge out wide, the ref gave a free kick the Steamers 
way. What happened next will go down in history as Chop 
rose high at the back post and deftly headed back across 
goal, lobbing the stranded GK and saving the Steamers a 
second loss of the season.

This weekend sees us play table toppers IBU Alts, with no 
losses to their name in 4, it’s a chance for the Steamers to 
show the league what they are truly capable of.

STOP OUT STEAMERS UPDATE

THIS SEASON SEES THE STEAMERS ENTER WELLINGTON 1, AFTER LAST SEASON WINNING 
CAPITAL 4 BY A TIGHT MARGIN WITH GREAT SKILL AND AN EVEN BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF CAPITAL 
FOOTBALL REGULATIONS

CHOPPER



JUNIORS JAKE WARD
JUNIOR DIRECTOR OF FOOTBALL

The committee would like to remind everyone 
about expected behaviour at matches. 

A REMINDER

Please respect the players, opposition players, 
coaches, supporters and the match officials. 

Disrespectful behaviour, particularly towards 
referees and match officials will not be tolerated. 
If you are coming to support teams playing at 
Hutt Park or at other grounds we ask you to act 
respectfully at all times.

The NZ Football Code of Conduct requires  
us a club to:

Encourage their members and spectators (as 
appropriate) to abide by the Code of Conduct and 
take reasonable steps to ensure such compliance.

Be fair, considerate and honest with others.

Resolve conflicts fairly and promptly through 
established procedures.

Maintain a safe environment for others.

Under Capital Football Regulations, the club could 
be fined if there are continued incidents towards a 
referee, player or official.

We want to create an environment at the club 
where supporters, players and families can come 
along and feel safe and enjoy the football.

If you have any questions in regard to this policy, 
please email chairman@stopout.org.nz

Kind regards, 

BEHAVIOUR A REMINDER

STOP OUT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Last week kicked off the start of the 2022 Junior season 
for all of our TDP teams, and this weekend for all others. 
We have managed to register 13 teams (U9-13) in the 
Capital Football leagues, as well as have a healthy amount 
of players in our first kicks, 7th & 8th Grade teams.

Providing players with positive experiences in football is 
an important aspect that we pride ourselves in doing well 
in, and this year we look to improve on this even further. 
As well as that, we aim to focus on developing our players 
with on field skill development, as well as using football as 
a platform to teach them life skills such as positive peer 
relationships etc.

A big thank you to all of our coaches for this season, we 
are a club run mainly by volunteers so the support is very 
much appreciated. We are still looking for a couple more 
coaches to help out so if you have any interest please 
reach out!



THANK YOU TO OUR FEATURED SPONSOR FOR TODAY’S MATCH, THE PAINTER GUY

FEATURED SPONSOR THE PAINTER GUY

Kia Ora! Here at The Painter Guy, we are a full-service 
residential and commercial painting company. We provide 
solutions for paint-related & wood care projects for 
almost any interior or exterior application. We’re very 
focused on delivering the highest level of workmanship, 
quality & professionalism for our customers.  

With over 14 years of experience, we’ve accumulated 
proven paint systems matched with the most reliable 
products so you know your job will get the best possible 
long lasting, durable & decorative result.

For any upcoming projects you would like us to have a 
look at, please get in touch! 

Feel free to check us out on Instagram & Facebook as 
well. We keep an updated portfolio of our work across 
those platforms for customer viewing. 

Enjoy your day of football!

- Luke

Luke Grindlay

luke@thepainterguy.co.nz

027 365 8483
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